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	A Concise Introduction to Data Compression (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science), 9781848000711 (1848000715), Springer, 2008
Compressing data is an option naturally selected when faced with problems of high costs or restricted space. Written by a renowned expert in the field, this book offers readers a succinct, reader-friendly foundation to the chief approaches, methods and techniques currently employed in the field of data compression.
Part I presents the basic approaches to data compression and describes a few popular techniques and methods commonly used to compress data. The reader discovers essential concepts, such as variable-length and prefix codes, statistical distributions and run-length encoding. Part II then concentrates on advanced techniques, such as arithmetic coding, orthogonal transforms, subband transforms and the Burrows-Wheeler transform.

Features:

 Clear overview of the principles underlying this field

 Outlines the essentials of the various approaches to compressing data

 Contains many learning aids such as: chapter introductions and summaries, chapter-end exercises, comprehensive glossary, etc.

 Provides several examples of important compression algorithms

 Offers a supplementary author-maintained website, with errata and auxiliary material  www.davidsalomon.name/DCugAdvertis/DCug.html

 An ideal introductory volume to David Salomons fourth edition of Data Compression: The Complete Reference

Complete and clear, this book is the perfect resource for undergraduates in computer science and requires a minimum of mathematics. It is also ideal for readers with a basic knowledge of computer science wanting to learn about data compression.

David Salomon is a professor emeritus of Computer Science at California State University, Northridge. He has authored numerous articles and books, including Coding for Data and Computer Communications, Guide to Data Compression Methods, Data Privacy and Security, Computer Graphics and Geometric Modeling, Foundations of Computer Security, Transformations and Projections in Computer Graphics, and Variable-length Codes for Data Compression.
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101 Successful Interviewing StrategiesCengage Learning, 2011

	Now job seekers or any professional pursuing advancement can masterthe skills needed to prepare for and win interviews with Kramer's 101 SUCCESSFUL INTERVIEWING STRATEGIES. Written by an expert career coach and clinical psychologist, this unique book applies the latest research in learning strategies and social intelligence to equip job...


		

Systems Modeling: Methodologies and Tools (EAI/Springer Innovations in Communication and Computing)Springer, 2018

	
		This book covers ideas, methods, algorithms, and tools for the in-depth study of the performance and reliability of dependable fault-tolerant systems. The chapters identify the current challenges that designers and practitioners must confront to ensure the reliability, availability, and performance of systems, with special focus on...



		

Famous First Bubbles: The Fundamentals of Early ManiasMIT Press, 2000
The jargon of economics and finance contains numerous colorful terms for  market-asset prices at odds with any reasonable economic explanation.  Examples include "bubble," "tulipmania," "chain letter," "Ponzi scheme,"  "panic," "crash," "herding," and "irrational...




	

No Human Is Illegal: An Attorney on the Front Lines of the Immigration WarMelville House, 2019

	"Inspiring and eye-opening..."— *starred* Booklist review

	

	“A compassionate and expert window into the netherworlds of immigration..."—Lauren Markham, author of The Far Away Brothers

	

	An immigration lawyer's journalistic account of keeping...


		

Understanding IPv6: Your Essential Guide to IPv6 on Windows NetworksMicrosoft Press, 2012

	
	
		When Joe first asked me to write a foreword for this latest edition of Understanding
	
		IPv6, I looked to forewords from previous editions as well as other networking
	
		books, hoping to draw some inspiration. As will become increasingly obvious, my writing
	
		skills are not as honed as Joe’s.
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Solid State Chemistry and its ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Solid State Chemistry and its Applications, 2nd Edition: Student Edition is an extensive update and sequel to the bestselling textbook Basic Solid State Chemistry, the classic text for undergraduate teaching in solid state chemistry worldwide.


	Solid state chemistry lies at the heart of many significant scientific...
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